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Rainbow Range - 760-723-8743
3139 Rainbow Valley Blvd., Rainbow, CA
www.RainbowShootingRange.com

RANGE HOURS: DAILY 9AM to 6PM (or Dusk)

Business Mailing Address:
Rainbow Alliance, Inc.
306-N West El Norte Parkway, Suite 404
Escondido, CA 92026

Emergency/After Hours Phone:
760-505-7223
Rainbow Shooting range has its beginnings in the mid 1960’s when Captain Louis E. Duncan (USMC, Ret), realized his customers from the gun shop needed a safe, family friendly place to shoot.

Louis E. Duncan hails from Baltimore, MD. As a member of the Maryland National Guard Rifle Team, Lou shot in the National Matches at Camp Perry, Ohio in 1935. He subsequently joined the U.S. Marine Corps. As a Member of the U.S. 4th Marines, he was one of the famous China Marines, and later became a Japanese POW when the Philippine Island of Corregidor fell early in World War II.

Upon his return home after the war, he met and subsequently married another Marine, Sgt. Clara Kuchar. Shorty after the wedding, Gy. Sgt. Duncan reported for duty at Quantico, just in time for the Eastern Division Matches in May 1946. Firing a weapon for the first time since 1942 and the M1 for the first time in his life, the Gunny won a silver medal in the rifle finals and a bronze in the pistol finals.

The Marine Corps brought the growing family of five to Southern California in December 1950. During the Korean War, the Gunny was promoted to Lieutenant. Upon retiring from the USMC in 1957, mustang Captain Duncan devoted all of his time to building what would become Duncan’s Gunworks, Inc. while Clara was kept busy with their five children.

When the Captain passed away in 1995, Clara kept Rainbow Range operational. Today two of their children, Tom and Debby, carry on the legacy of L.E. Duncan’s Rainbow Shooting Club.
RAINFOREST SHOOTING CLUB

The Rainbow Shooting Club is a private club that utilizes the facilities of the Rainbow Range. Membership in the club is by application. The Club and Range are operated by Rainbow Alliance, Inc.

Range Staff has authority over the club and the Range and all activities at the Range. Only firearms which may be legally possessed are permitted at the Range.

The owners and management of Rainbow Alliance, Inc., actively support our Second Amendment rights and the organizations that fight to protect those rights including the National Rifle Association, the Gun Owners of California and the California Rifle & Pistol Association.

Membership Information

Membership is for one year from date of sign up and is open to adults 18 and over.

There are two classes of membership: Member and Associate Member. Associate Membership is granted to members’ spouse and members’ minor children under the age of 18.

A membership card is issued to each member and to each associate member. It must be worn in a visible location while on the range. If the card is not worn, the member’s privileges for the remainder of the day will be suspended and the members will be asked to leave. WEAR THE MEMBERSHIP CARD AT ALL TIMES. A fee will be charged for cards that need to be replaced.

NEW membership will not be granted until the prospective member has completed an orientation and tour of the Range conducted by a Range Staff member.

RENEWAL of membership may be done any time during the year. However, renewals may be suspended if total membership allocation is exceeded. Exception: Members of the armed forces who have been away under orders may renew within three years of their previous membership.

Special Note: Membership at Rainbow Range will only be granted to Members of the National Rifle Association (NRA). Current NRA membership card or current application to the NRA will be acceptable. NRA membership materials are available at the Range.

Membership may be suspended or terminated without refund by Range Staff.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The Rainbow Range is an unsupervised range under the authority and control of the Range Staff. The Range office is open from 9:00 am to closing. It may be closed on certain holidays. This is subject to change. Please see office for actual days and times that the office is open.

RANGE HOURS: The Range is open daily for members from 0900 (9:00 am) to 1800 (6:00 pm) or dusk, whichever is earlier. Absolutely no shooting before 0900 or after 1800 hours.

ALL MEMBERS are to log in at the office when entering and log out when leaving. The gate is to remain closed and locked except when the Range Staff is on property.

Membership card must be worn at all times while on Range property. Always carry another form of identification to verify that you are indeed a member.

THINK SAFE ★ ACT SAFE ★ BE SAFE
Minor Associate members may handle and discharge firearms only while under the direct supervision of the member.

Members may have GUESTS who are permitted to shoot under the direct supervision of the RANGE MEMBER and in accordance with Range Policy & Rules. Guests are only permitted when Range Staff is on property. A Guest fee is required. Check with Range Staff for current policies, procedures and cost.

VISITORS of members are permitted. However, the visitor is not permitted to load, unload, or discharge any firearm. Members are responsible for the actions and safety of their visitors and/or guests.

**SPECIAL EVENTS**

Special events are open to the general membership and to the public. Guests and visitors may also attend and participate. Additional fees may be charged for these events.

All special event and class participants who are not members must sign the waiver.

The Range may be reserved for special events by contacting the Range Staff. All classes and events are to be scheduled by the Range Staff.

COMBAT SHOOT: A combat shoot is held on the 2nd Saturday of each month. For information contact Range Staff or visit www.RainbowShootingRange.com.

TRAP SHOOT: A trap shoot is conducted each Sunday morning and Thursday afternoon on the Trap Range (Range F). For more information contact Range Staff or visit www.RainbowShootingRange.com.

APPLESEED: An Appleseed event is conducted on the Pistol Range (Range E) one weekend during the even months, usually the first weekend. Project Appleseed is an activity of the Revolutionary War Veterans Association, a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization, dedicated to teaching every American our shared heritage and history as well as basic rifle marksmanship skills. For more information contact the Range Staff or visit www.AppleseedInfo.org.

**GENERAL SAFETY**

Safety is everyone’s job. To keep the Range safe all must do their part. Please report any unsafe incidents to the Range Staff at the Range office. If the office is closed then call the number on the front of this booklet (760-505-7223)

Members observing another member breaking the rules or engaging in unsafe conduct should immediately caution them. Further misconduct should be reported to the Range Staff as soon as possible.

Eye and ear protection is required to be worn by all personnel while on the firing line of all ranges.

**WARNING:** Airborne lead and loud noises may cause fetal distress in pregnant women.

Alcoholic beverages shall not be consumed while on the Range. No members, associate member, visitor or guest may use the Range or its facilities while under the influence of alcohol or drugs. This includes prescription drugs which warn against driving or operating machinery (impaired judgement).

Members displaying unsportsmanlike conduct or violating Range rules are subject to immediate termination of membership without reimbursement of membership fee. Unauthorized trimming of vegetation or destruction of other Range property will result in termination of membership.

Range Staff is the authority at Rainbow Range and may suspend or terminate membership for violation of the Range Rules or other appropriate justification.

The Range is not a playground. Watch your guests, visitors and children carefully. You are responsible for their behavior.
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RANGE RULES

Failure to comply with the Rules of the Range may result in Range privileges being suspended for the remainder of the day or the membership may be terminated at the discretion of Range Staff.

ALL RANGES

1. Only firearms which may be legally possessed in California may be brought to the range.
2. Shoot from designated shooting positions only.
3. Police all brass and trash.
4. When a cease fire is called, all weapons shall be unloaded and set down with action open. Weapons shall not be handled while anyone is down range. A cease fire shall be called and range closed when anyone is down range. Stand behind white lines on Rifle Ranges “B, C” and Pistol Range “E.”
5. When finished shooting, return all targets to proper storage area under covered firing area.
6. The Range Staff and our neighbors would appreciate the exercise of restraint with the respect to the rapid fire of semi-automatic weapons. Please slow it down. PLEASE NO RAPID FIRING!
7. Personal safety is everyone’s responsibility. All personnel on the Range shall wear eye and hearing protection.
8. Fire only at targets placed on the appropriate target range and fire only within the red range boundary markers.
9. **DO NOT** use ceramic, glass, or steel targets.
10. Place paper targets on cardboard centered between the wooden frames. This will, if you are a good shot, avoid damage to the frame from bullets.
11. When placing target frames in holders, or patching the targets, walk around to the back of the mound, do not walk up on the dirt slope.
12. Always keep **muzzle** pointed down range.
13. Guns shall only be **loaded** on the firing line.
14. Keep Rainbow Range **clean** for yourself and other members.
15. Report any **problems** to Range Staff.
16. **Shoot** only at targets.
17. **Secure targets** when finished shooting.
18. Members shooting semi-automatic firearms and firearms with muzzle breaks should always show consideration for fellow shooters.
19. Discarded ammo casings become the property of the Range, and are not to be removed from Range property
.22 RANGE, Range A (Pistol or Rifle) 50 Feet

1. .22 Rim fire only. No center fire or rim fire magnums.
2. Shoot only at target area between red range markers and below red crossbar. Do not shoot at rocks, concrete piers or woodwork.
3. Only use paper targets and only use metal targets provided by the Range.
4. Place targets at the target area only. Do not place any targets between the 50' target area and the firing line. Dangerous ricochets may result.

.22 RIFLE RANGE, Range B (Rifle Only), 50 Yard

1. 3 target distances: 50 feet, 75 feet, and 50 yard.
2 .22 Rim fire rifles only. No center fire or magnums and no pistols.
3. Observe shooting area bounded by range markers. Do not shoot at targets on the Rifle Range, Range C.
4. Do not go down range to change targets until there is a cease fire on Range C, the Rifle Range.
5. Cease fire and open action when personnel are down range on the Rifle Range (Range C) to change targets. Watch for it. During cease fire, stand behind white line and do not handle firearms.

RIFLE RANGE, Range C (Rifle and Pistol & Shotgun)

1. 50, 70, and 100 yard target distances.
2. Observe shooting area bounded by red range markers. DO NOT SHOOT TREES or other vegetation. (Red range markers are not targets!)
3. Do not set targets and shoot at anything closer than 50 yards, as dangerous ricochets can result.
4. DO NOT use steel or glass targets. Cans and water filled plastic jugs may be used as targets if not placed on target holder mounds. Remove all trash after firing is complete.
5. Pistols may be fired on the rifle range, however, rifle shooters have priority.
6. Shotguns shall NOT be fired at target frames. See Range Staff for patterning board and assistance.
7. Insure a cease fire on the neighboring .22 Rifle Range (Range B) when going down range. Also cease fire when anyone is down range on Range B. During cease fire, stand behind white line and do not handle firearms.
8. Members shooting semi-automatic firearms and firearms with muzzle breaks should always show consideration to fellow shooters.

FALLING PLATE RANGE, Range D (Pistol Only)

1. Access is by the stairs only. Do not use access through the Rifle Range.
2. Pistol only, do not use rifle or shotgun.
3. No magnum loads.
4. No jacket bullets.
5. As with all other ranges, eye and hearing protection is mandatory.
PISTOL RANGE, Range E (Handguns Only)

1. Target positions are 15, 25, and 50 yards.
2. Only handguns may be fired at this range. Rifles and shotguns are not permitted.
3. Only metal targets supplied by the Range may be used.
4. Magnum loads are not to be fired at metal targets.
5. Do not shoot across the range.
6. Keep shots between red range markers. (Red range markers are not targets.)
7. Stand behind the white line when cease fire is called and do not handle firearms.

TRAP RANGE, Range F (Shotgun)

1. Keep shots within red range markers. Our property line is on the south side of this range, so please be considerate of our neighbors.
2. No shot larger than #7 1/2.
3. TRAP SHOOT: Sunday mornings at 9:00 am, and Thursdays at 1:00 pm.
4. Trap parties may be arranged by contacting the Range Staff.
5. Range F is an open area and with approval of Range Staff, can be used for special purposes.

HANGING PLATE, Range G (Pistols and Shotguns Only)

2. Access and egress only by the path from Trap Range (Range D), DO NOT go through the Pistol Range (Range E).
3. Fly the red flag while using this range. Remember to lower the flag when you leave.
4. No rifles.
5. No magnum loads or jacketed bullets permitted on this range.
6. As with all other ranges, eye and ear protection is mandatory.

150 YARD RANGE, Range H (By Reservation Only)

1. This Range may only be used by prior arrangement with Range Staff.
2. Range H is available only when Range Staff is on the property.
3. When in use, Range H shall have priority over Trap Range (F) and Falling Plate Range (G).

INSTRUCTION, Range I (Instructor Use Only)

1. Used for weapons instruction under Rainbow Range approved instructor and is CLOSED to general membership and all other shooters.
2. Class information may be obtained from the Range Staff or visit www.RainbowShootingRange.com.
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NOTES:

RAINBOW GUN CLUB

Range "B" - .22 Rimfire Only

Range "A" - .22 Rimfire Rifle

Range "F" - Falling Plate

Range "E" - Pistol Only

Range "D" - Hanger Plate

Range "C" - Pistol / Pistol / S.G.

Range "G" - Hanger Plate

Range "H" - Rifle Only From Designated Shooting Area With Range Master Approval

Range "I" - Instruction Only

Range "G" - When in use Red Flag Should Be In Raised Position. Lower Flag When Finished.

Range "F" - Lead Rounds Only on Any Steel Targets

Range "E" - No Glass or Ceramic Targets - Clean Targets Backers and Return When Finished

Range "D" - Return When Finished Clean Targets Backers and Steel Targets

Range "C" - When in use Red

Range "B" - .22 Rimfire Only

Range "A" - .22 Cal. Rifle